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Incorporating Black-Litterman Views
in Portfolio Construction
when Stock Returns are a Mixture of Normals
Burak Kocuk∗ and Ge´rard Cornue´jols†
Abstract
In this paper, we consider the basic problem of portfolio construction in financial engineering,
and analyze how market-based and analytical approaches can be combined to obtain efficient
portfolios. As a first step in our analysis, we model the asset returns as a random variable
distributed according to a mixture of normal random variables. We then discuss how to construct
portfolios that minimize the Conditional Value-at-Risk (CVaR) under this probabilistic model
via a convex program. We also construct a second-order cone representable approximation of
the CVaR under the mixture model, and demonstrate its theoretical and empirical accuracy.
Furthermore, we incorporate the market equilibrium information into this procedure through
the well-known Black-Litterman approach via an inverse optimization framework by utilizing
the proposed approximation. Our computational experiments on a real dataset show that this
approach with an emphasis on the market equilibrium typically yields less risky portfolios than
a purely market-based portfolio while producing similar returns on average.
Keywords: portfolio selection, finance, the Black-Litterman model, mixture of normals, condi-
tional value-at-risk
1 Introduction
Portfolio construction is one of the most fundamental problems in financial engineering: Given n
risky assets, historical information about their returns and market capitalization of these assets,
construct a portfolio that will produce the maximum expected return at a minimum risk. Maximiz-
ing expected return and minimizing risk are often conflicting objectives, and hence a compromise
should be made by investors based on their risk aversion.
We consider two paradigms for solving this problem: an “analytical” approach and one that
is “market-based”. In the analytical approach, key parameters such as the vector of mean asset
returns, denoted by µ, and covariance between the asset returns, denoted by Σ, are estimated
from historical data. Then, a combination of the expected portfolio return and a risk measure is
optimized by solving a problem of the form:
max
x∈X
{µTx− δR(x)}. (1)
∗Corresponding author. burakkocuk@sabanciuniv.edu, Industrial Engineering Program, Sabancı University, Is-
tanbul, Turkey 34956.
†gc0v@andrew.cmu.edu, Tepper School of Business, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA 15213 USA.
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Here, R(x) is the risk of portfolio x under a chosen risk measure, δ is a positive, predetermined
risk aversion factor and X is the set of feasible portfolios. The earliest example of this approach is
Markowitz (1952), in which a mean-variance (MV) optimization problem1 is proposed with n = 3
assets, R(x) = xTΣx and X = ∆n := {x ∈ Rn :
∑n
j=1 xj = 1, x ≥ 0}.
In the market-based approach, one merely invests in a “market portfolio” proportional to the
current market capitalization of the assets. The logic behind this market-based approach is the
Efficient-Market Hypothesis (Fama, 1970), which loosely states that the price of an asset captures
all the information about that asset.
There are advantages and disadvantages to each approach. The major advantage of the analyt-
ical approach is that if the parameter predictions are accurate, then it can yield provably optimal
portfolios. Unfortunately, this almost never happens in practice. In particular, the estimation of
the mean return vector µ is error-prone and even a small perturbation in the parameter estimation
can yield completely different portfolios due to what is called the “error-maximization property” in
Michaud (1989). Robust optimization techniques are proposed to circumvent the difficulties caused
by parameter estimation in Goldfarb and Iyengar (2003); El Ghaoui, Oks, and Oustry (2003);
Tu¨tu¨ncu¨ and Koenig (2004); Ceria and Stubbs (2006); DeMiguel and Nogales (2009); Zhu and
Fukushima (2009). Another issue with the analytical approach is the determination of the risk
aversion parameter δ. Choosing smaller values of δ puts more emphasis on the expected return and
since the estimates of µ are generally inaccurate, it may lead to poor portfolios in practice. One
may alleviate this issue by simply choosing δ infinitely large, thus reducing the generic portfolio
optimization (1) to a “risk minimizing” portfolio problem (see, for instance, DeMiguel and Nogales
(2009)).
Another issue regarding the analytical approach is to specify an adequate risk measure. Al-
though variance (or standard deviation) is a typical risk measure, others are also used, for instance,
Value-at-Risk (VaR) and Conditional Value-at-Risk (CVaR), which can better quantify the down-
side risk. One difficulty with these measures is that either a distributional assumption should be
made, which requires modeling stock returns as random variables, or sampling-based simulation
methods should be utilized based on the historical observations. A first choice is a multivari-
ate normal distribution, which allows easy-to-solve risk minimization problems for both VaR and
CVaR measures. However, the normal distribution typically does not provide a good fit to the
stock return data due to heavy tails. Other probabilistic models have been proposed including
stable distribution (Mandelbrot, 1963), t-distribution (Blattberg & Gonedes, 1974), and mixture
of multivariate normals (Chin, Weigend, & Zimmermann, 1999; Buckley, Saunders, & Seco, 2008;
Chen & Yu, 2013; Wang & Taaffe, 2015) among others. As the probabilistic model becomes more
complex, it might be difficult to solve optimization problems involving VaR or CVaR terms. In
such cases, return scenarios can be generated through Monte Carlo simulation to estimate these
measures without any distributional assumption (Krokhmal, Palmquist, & Uryasev, 2002).
1Although variance and standard deviation are technically deviation measures, by adapting a slight abuse of
terminology, we will be referring to them as risk measures as well.
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The main advantage of the market-based approach is its simplicity since it does not require any
parameter estimation, optimization or distribution fitting procedure. One can, for instance, simply
track Standard & Poor’s 500 index, which is arguably a representative proxy for the United States
stock market. The disadvantage of the market-based approach is its inflexibility. For instance, if
an investor believes that a certain stock will outperform another, this approach does not allow to
incorporate this view.
Several studies try to combine the two approaches. For instance, in the early 1990s, Black
and Litterman (1991, 1992) proposed a way of combining the market portfolio and investor views
into the classical MV approach. In practice, portfolios obtained using the Black-Litterman (BL)
methodology tend to be more robust to data perturbations. But there are also some issues with the
BL methodology: For instance, the derivation of the estimates is not very intuitive and a number of
papers including He and Litterman (1999); Satchell and Scowcroft (2000); Drobetz (2001); Meucci
(2010) attempt to clarify it from different perspectives. Moreover, the BL derivation is based on
strong assumptions, one of them being the normality of the random return vector. Furthermore,
parameters have to be determined exogenously to incorporate the confidence in the investor views.
Recently, the BL model has been generalized using an interpretation as an inverse optimization
problem in Bertsimas, Gupta, and Paschalidis (2012). Different from the classical derivation of the
BL model, mean and covariance of the returns are determined as the solution of a conic program.
This approach is flexible enough to eliminate some of the shortcomings of the BL methodology such
as its inability to include views on variance, necessity to exogenously choose several parameters
etc. Other recent extensions of the BL methodology include Jia and Gao (2016) in which inverse
optimization incorporates views on the variance, Pang and Karan (2018) in which a closed-form
solution is derived when the risk measure is chosen as CVaR and the stock returns are assumed to
follow an elliptical distribution, and Silva, Pinheiro, and Poggi (2017) in which views are created
using Verbal Decision Analysis.
In this paper, we address several issues raised above and extend recent work. We start our
analysis by focusing on the vector of stock returns modeled as a random variable. Using Standard &
Poor’s (S&P) 500 dataset, we show that the returns are not normally distributed via statistical tests,
and we propose an enhanced probabilistic model, namely a mixture of normal random variables.
Then, we discuss how to construct risk minimizing portfolios under different probabilistic models
(normal and mixture of normals) and risk measures (standard deviation and CVaR). We also
propose a BL-type approach, which incorporates market-based information into CVaR minimizing
portfolios.
Buckley et al. (2008) model the stock returns as a mixture of two normal random variables,
considering several objective functions for the mean and variance of each “regime”. The main
difference in our work is that we optimize portfolios directly with respect to the CVaR of a mixture
distribution via a convex program.
Our key contributions in this paper are summarized below:
1. We analyze how to construct portfolios that minimize CVaR under the mixture model. Although
3
CVaR minimization under the normal distribution is straightforward, resulting in a second-order
cone program, the case with the mixture is less obvious since the CVaR of a mixture distribution
does not have a closed form expression. We analyze how it can be numerically computed and
optimized via a convex program. We also propose a closed form, second-order cone representable
approximation of CVaR in this case.
2. We extend the work on the BL approach via inverse optimization to CVaR minimization under
both normal and mixture distribution models. In the latter case, we propose a sophisticated
approach, which combines our previous two contributions. In particular, our model is governed
by the market equilibrium equation, and the parameters of the mixture distribution are treated
as investor views.
3. We present computational results applied to the S&P 500 dataset. Empirically, we observe
that, as expected, market-based portfolios typically have higher reward and higher risk than
risk minimizing portfolios. However, we show on the same dataset that a certain combination
of the market-based and risk minimizing portfolios obtained through a BL-type approach may
yield portfolios with similar rewards and smaller risk.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we provide a statistical analysis of
the S&P 500 dataset and model the stock returns as a mixture of normal random variables. In
Section 3, we present our portfolio optimization problem with different risk measures. In Section 4,
we propose a new approach to combine CVaR minimizing portfolios with market information to
obtain BL-type portfolios. In Section 5, we present our computational experiments on the S&P 500
dataset, and compare market-based, risk minimizing and combination portfolios. Finally, Section 6
concludes our paper with further remarks.
2 Statistical Analysis of Stock Returns
As opposed to the standard Markowitz approach, which does not require any distribution infor-
mation on the asset returns to construct the portfolios, the VaR and CVaR measures need either
explicit forms of the distributions, or the use of sampling based methods. It is not uncommon in
the finance literature to model the stock returns as normally distributed random variables. How-
ever, stock returns are rarely normally distributed, and typically have heavier tails. Therefore, it
is crucial to use a different probabilistic model to capture the heavy tail effect, especially the left
tail, which is closely related to the risk of a portfolio when the VaR and CVaR measures are used.
In this section, we use a real dataset, specifically the stocks in Standard & Poor’s (S&P) 500
index over a 30-year time span. Since the statistical evidence suggest that the stock returns do not
come from a normal distribution, we propose an alternative probabilistic model, namely, we model
the stock returns as a mixture of normal random variables and explain how the parameters of the
mixture distribution can be estimated.
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2.1 Data Collection and Normality Tests
We first collected historical stock returns and market capitalization information from the Wharton
Research Database Services (WRDS). Since working with tens of thousands of different stocks is
not appropriate for this study, we focused on stocks in the S&P 500 index. Following Bertsimas
et al. (2012), we further simplified our analysis by focusing on 11 sectors according to the Global
Industrial Classification Standard (GICS). As a consequence of this simplification, we do not
need to keep track of the assets that enter or leave the S&P 500, rather we concentrate on the
overall performance of each sector as the average performance of its constituents. Using WRDS,
we collected the return and market capitalization information for all the stocks that have been in
the S&P 500 between January 1987-December 2016, spanning a 30-year period. We then computed
the return of a sector for each month as a weighted average of the returns of the companies in S&P
500 in that particular time period, where the weights are taken as the market capitalization of each
stock in that sector. This procedure gave us 360 sector return vectors of size 11, denoted by Rt,
t = 1, . . . , 360. We also recorded the percentage market capitalization of each sector j in month t,
denoted by M tj , j = 1, . . . , 11, t = 1, . . . , 360.
We use an R package called MVN (Korkmaz, Goksuluk, & Zararsiz, 2014) to formally test the
multivariate normality of the sector return vectors. We also test whether the returns of individual
sectors are normally distributed. According to our extensive tests, we conclude that there is sig-
nificant evidence that the neither the sector return vector nor the returns of individual sectors are
normally distributed as expected.
2.2 Modeling Returns as Mixture of Normal Random Variables
The fact that the vector of sector returns is unlikely to come from a multivariate normal distribution
motivates us to search for an alternate probabilistic model that better explains the randomness of
the stock returns. We will try to construct such a model using mixtures of (multivariate) normal
random variables.
This choice for our model can be explained from two perspectives. First, we note that the
stock returns have typically heavier left tails, which can be considered as the most critical part
since it directly relates to the investment risk. This was previously observed by many researchers,
including the J.P. Morgan Asset Management group (Sheikh & Qiao, 2010). In this paper, we try
to capture this effect by introducing a mixture of random variables. An intuitive explanation for
this phenomenon is offered as follows: Under “regular” conditions, the market, in fact, behaves
following an approximate normal distribution. However, every once in awhile, a “shock” happens
and shifts the mean of the return distribution to the left with possibly higher variance. This can
explain the relatively heavier left tails of the empirical distribution. Second, as we will demonstrate
below, introducing this more sophisticated probabilistic model greatly improves the fit to the data.
However, this better fit comes with a cost of more complicated procedures for data fitting and for
portfolio optimization. The data fitting issue will be addressed in the remainder of this section. As
for the portfolio optimization procedures under these more complicated distributions, they will be
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discussed in Section 3.3.
Formally, let us assume that the random return is distributed as a mixture of two multivariate
normal random variables, that is, with some probability ρi, returns are normally distributed with
mean µi and covariance matrix Σi, for i = 1, 2. In other words, we have
rM =

rM,1 w.p. ρ1rM,2 w.p. ρ2 where rM,i ∼ N(µ
i,Σi), i = 1, 2.
Note that if ρi, µ
i, Σi, i = 1, 2, are given, we can compute the expectation and covariance of rM as
follows:
E[rM ] = ρ1µ
1 + ρ2µ
2 and Cov(rM ) = ρ1Σ
1 + ρ2Σ
2 + ρ1ρ2(µ
1 − µ2)(µ1 − µ2)T . (2)
A direct approach to estimate the parameters of the mixture distribution is to use maximum-
likelihood estimation, which can be achieved by the Expectation-Maximization (EM) Algorithm
proposed in Dempster, Laird, and Rubin (1977). The EM algorithm can be seen as a clustering
method in the sense that it partitions a given dataset into a predetermined number of subsets. For
our purposes, we call the EM algorithm with 2 clusters and obtain the estimates of the parameters
of the mixture distribution. We also gather statistical evidence that the proposed mixture model
improves the fit to the S&P 500 dataset through Likelihood Ratio Test.
There are a couple of points to be clarified in the implementation of the EM algorithm. For
instance, the likelihood function of a mixture distribution is not concave. Therefore, the EM
algorithm may give some estimates that are only locally optimal. One can initialize the algorithm
with random starting points to try to overcome this issue. Another important point, which might
be more subtle, is the meaningfulness of the estimates: Suppose that µˆ2 and µˆ1 represent the mean
return vectors for regular (good) and non-regular (bad) market conditions respectively. We would
expect that µˆ2 > µˆ1. Although the algorithm itself does not guarantee such an outcome, we do
actually obtain µˆ2 > µˆ1 and ρˆ2 > ρˆ1, which is in accordance with our intuition (see Table 1).
3 Risk Minimizing Portfolio Construction
In this section, we discuss how to obtain risk minimizing portfolios under different probabilistic
models and risk measures. We start with standard deviation minimization in Section 3.1, which
does not require any distribution information on the returns. Then, we consider CVaR minimization
when the sector returns are modeled as multivariate normal distributions in Section 3.2. These two
optimization problems are well-known in the financial engineering literature. Our main contribution
is presented in Section 3.3, in which we show how CVaR can be minimized when the sector returns
are modeled as a mixture of normals.
Throughout the paper, we follow the standard convention in the financial industry in which the
risk measures VaR and CVaR are defined with respect to the left tail of the return distributions.
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Normal Mixture (ρ1 = 0.19, ρ2 = 0.81)
Sector µ σ µ1 µ2 σ1 σ2
Energy 1.1769 6.2823 -0.0686 1.4687 8.5162 5.5799
Consumer Discretionary 1.5112 5.3195 0.4788 1.7532 8.2673 4.3019
Consumer Staples 1.3905 4.1470 0.6265 1.5696 6.7426 3.2166
Real Estate 1.1514 7.2451 0.3782 1.3327 11.9825 5.5492
Industrials 1.2887 5.1505 0.1638 1.5523 8.1720 4.0790
Financials 1.3322 6.2810 0.7178 1.4762 10.0766 4.9656
Telecommunications Services 1.0318 5.4780 0.3681 1.1873 8.7565 4.3408
Information Technology 1.7264 7.1032 1.3907 1.8051 11.8056 5.4234
Materials 1.3898 5.6955 0.0673 1.6998 8.4971 4.7437
Health Care 1.4164 4.6432 1.3203 1.4389 6.9005 3.9212
Utilities 1.0140 4.2801 0.6794 1.0924 6.1977 3.6764
Table 1: Estimates for normal and mixture of normal fits with 360-month data (all figures are in
percentage). Covariances between the sectors are not reported for brevity. Here, σi is a vector
consisting of the standard deviation of sectors, i = 1, 2.
For completeness, we now provide the proper definitions of these risk measures and some basic
facts.
Definition 1. Let α ∈ (0, 1). The α-level VaR of a random variable Z is defined as
VaRα(Z) = inf
z∈R
{P(z + Z ≥ 0) ≤ 1− α}.
In other words, VaRα(Z) is the negative of the α-quantile of the random variable Z.
Definition 2. Let α ∈ (0, 1). The α-level CVaR of a random variable Z is defined as
CVaRα(Z) = −E[Z|Z ≤ −VaRα(Z)].
We would like to point out that the random variable Z in Definitions 1 and 2 represents the return
of a portfolio. One can equivalently define VaR and CVaR with respect to the loss of a portfolio
as well.
Due to Rockafellar and Uryasev (2002), CVaRα(Z) can be computed as the optimal value of
the following convex minimization problem
CVaRα(Z) = min
c∈R
{
c− 1
α
E[(Z + c)−]
}
, (3)
where (u)− := min{0, u}. We also note that the minimizer of the above optimization problem gives
VaRα(Z).
The availability of the explicit computation of VaR and CVaR depends on the underlying
probability distribution. For instance, for a normal random variable Z with mean ν and variance σ2,
the α-level VaR and CVaR of Z, α ∈ (0, 1), can be computed as
VaRα(Z) = −ν −Φ−1(α)σ and CVaRα(Z) = −ν + φ(Φ
−1(α))
α
σ,
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where φ and Φ are respectively the probability density function (pdf) and the cumulative distribu-
tion function (cdf) of the standard normal distribution. If α ≥ 1, we will set VaRα(Z) = −∞, for
notational convenience.
3.1 Standard Deviation Minimization
Assuming that the covariance matrix Σ is estimated from historical data, we can solve the following
problem to minimize the standard deviation of the portfolio return:
min
x∈∆n
{√
xTΣx
}
. (4)
We note that problem (4) can be solved efficiently either as a quadratic program (after squaring
the objective function) or as a second-order cone program (SOCP) in a lifted space.
3.2 CVaR Minimization under Normal Distribution
Let us assume that the vector of sector returns, denoted by rN , is modeled to come from a mul-
tivariate normal distribution with mean parameter µ and covariance matrix Σ, estimated from
historical data. Then, we can obtain a portfolio minimizing CVaR by solving
min
x∈∆n
{
CVaRα(r
T
Nx)
}
, (5)
where the α-level CVaR of the return of a portfolio x is computed as
CVaRα(r
T
Nx) = −µTx+
φ(Φ−1(α))
α
√
xTΣx. (6)
We again note that problem (5) can be formulated as an SOCP in a lifted space.
3.3 CVaR Minimization under Mixture Distribution
Now, let us assume that the vector of sector returns, denoted by rM , is modeled to come from a
mixture of normal distributions with parameters ρi, µ
i, Σi, i = 1, 2, obtained from the historical
data using the technique proposed in Section 2.2. In this case, we would like to obtain a CVaR
minimizing portfolio by solving the following optimization problem:
min
x∈∆n
{
CVaRα(r
T
Mx)
}
. (7)
As CVaR is a convex function (Pflug, 2000), the optimization problem (7) is again a convex program.
Since the CVaR of a mixture distribution does not have a closed form expression, we will utilize the
expression (3) to obtain an explicit convex program which can be used to the CVaR minimization
problem (7). For notational purposes, let us define νi := µ
iTx, σ2i := x
TΣix, i = 1, 2 and V :=
VaRα(r
T
Mx).
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3.3.1 Computing and Optimizing CVaR under Mixture Distribution
We first note that CVaRα(r
T
Mx) can be computed analytically if V is at hand (also derived in Broda
and Paolella (2011)) through
CVaRα(r
T
Mx) =−
1
α
∫ −V
−∞
y
2∑
i=1
ρi
1√
2πσ2i
e
−
(y−νi)
2
2σ2
i dy
=− 1
α
2∑
i=1
ρi
∫ −V
−∞
y
1√
2πσ2i
e
−
(y−νi)
2
2σ2
i dy
=
1
α
2∑
i=1
ρi[σ
2
i φ(νi, σ
2
i ,−V )− νiΦ(νi, σ2i ,−V )].
(8)
Here, φ(ν, σ2, y) and Φ(ν, σ2, y) are respectively the pdf and cdf of the normal distribution with
mean ν and variance σ2 evaluated at the point y.
However, V = VaRα(r
T
Mx) does not have a closed form expression either. Fortunately, one does
not need to have the exact value of V to solve the problem (7). Adapting the generic definition of
CVaR in equation (3) to the special case of mixture of normals, we obtain
CVaRα(r
T
Mx) = min
c∈R
{
c+
1
α
2∑
i=1
ρi[σ
2
i φ(νi, σ
2
i ,−c)− (c+ νi)Φ(νi, σ2i ,−c)]
}
, (9)
where the optimal solution c∗ corresponds to VaRα(r
T
Mx). Finally, the resulting CVaR minimization
problem can be stated explicitly as follows:
min
(x,c)∈∆n×R
{
c+
1
α
2∑
i=1
ρi
[
(xTΣix)φ(µ
iTx, xTΣix,−c)− (c+ µiTx)Φ(µiTx, xTΣix,−c)
]}
. (10)
3.3.2 Approximating CVaR under Mixture Distribution
In the previous section, we mentioned that CVaRα(r
T
Mx) can be computed by solving the convex
program (9). In this section, we develop an explicit and second-order cone representable over-
approximation of the same quantity, for the reasons that will become clearer in Section 4.2.2 when
we incorporate the Black-Litterman views into the portfolio construction procedure via inverse
optimization. We also provide the approximation guarantee of the proposed approximation together
with some empirical evidence of its accuracy when applied to the S&P 500 dataset.
Below, we first provide under and over-approximations of the function VaRα(r
Tx), which will
be the key in the approximation of the CVaR function.
Proposition 1. Let α ∈ (0, 1). Then, maxi=1,2{VaRα/ρi(rTM,ix)} ≤ VaRα(rTMx).
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Proof. For any k ∈ {1, 2}, we have
P
(
rTMx ≤ −VaRα/ρk(rTM,kx)
)
=
2∑
j=1
ρjP
(
rTM,jx ≤ −VaRα/ρk(rTM,kx)
)
≥ρkP
(
rTM,kx ≤ −VaRα/ρk(rTM,kx)
)
=α.
This implies that VaRα/ρi(r
T
M,ix) ≤ VaRα(rTMx), hence the result follows.
We note that Proposition 1 is guaranteed to provide a non-trivial lower bound on VaRα(r
T
Mx) for
α ∈ (0, 1/2), which is a very loose assumption.
Let us define the set ∆˜m := {θ ∈ Rm :
∑m
i=1 θi = 1, θ > 0}.
Proposition 2. Let α ∈ (0, 1), αθi ≤ ρi, i = 1, 2 and θ ∈ ∆˜2. Then, VaRα(rTMx) ≤ maxi=1,2{VaRαθi/ρi(rTM,ix)}.
Proof. The result follows since we have
P
(
rTMx ≤ −max
i=1,2
{VaRαθi/ρi(rTM,ix)}
)
=
2∑
j=1
ρjP
(
rTM,jx ≤ −max
i=1,2
{VaRαθi/ρi(rTM,ix)}
)
≤
2∑
j=1
ρjP
(
rTM,jx ≤ −VaRαθj/ρj (rTM,jx)
)
=
2∑
j=1
ρjαθj/ρj
=α.
We note that by restricting θi to be positive for each i = 1, 2, we eliminate the possibility of
obtaining a trivial upper bound on VaRα(r
T
Mx) in Proposition 2.
We now give an over-approximation of the function CVaRα(r
Tx).
Proposition 3. Let α ∈ (0,mini=1,2{ρi}). Then, CVaRα(rTMx) ≤
∑2
i=1 CVaRα/ρi(r
T
M,ix).
Proof. For notational purposes, let us define Vi := VaRα/ρi(r
T
M,ix). Note that V ≥ Vi for all i = 1, 2
due to Proposition 1. Let fi denote the pdf of the random variable r
T
M,ix. Then, we have
CVaRα(r
T
Mx) =−
1
α
∫ −V
−∞
y
2∑
i=1
ρifi(y)dy = −
2∑
i=1
1
α/ρi
∫ −V
−∞
yfi(y)dy
≤−
2∑
i=1
1
α/ρi
∫ −Vi
−∞
yfi(y)dy =
2∑
i=1
CVaRα/ρi(r
T
M,ix),
where the inequality follows due to the fact that V ≥ Vi ≥ 0 for all i = 1, 2 and the integrals
involved are nonpositive.
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We note that the requirement in Proposition 3 can be satisfied for risk averse investors by selecting
a small enough α. However, this condition can be restrictive in cases when the decision maker is
not very risk averse.
We also derive an explicit under-approximation of CVaRα(r
T
Mx).
Proposition 4. Let α ∈ (0, 1). Then, maxi=1,2{CVaRα/ρi(rTM,ix)} ≤ CVaRα(rTMx).
Proof. Applying the CVaR identity (3) to the mixture random variable rTMx at the level α, we have
CVaRα(r
T
Mx) =min
c∈R
{
c− 1
α
E[(rTMx+ c)−]
}
=min
c∈R
{
c− 1
α
(
ρ1E[(r
T
M,1x+ c)−] + ρ2E[(r
T
M,2x+ c)−]
)}
≥min
c∈R
{
c− 1
α/ρ1
E[(rTM,1x+ c)−]
}
+min
c∈R
{
− 1
α/ρ2
E[(rTM,2x+ c)−]
}
≥CVaRα/ρ1(rTM,1x).
Here, the first inequality follows from the fact that the minimum of the sum of two functions is
at least the sum of the minimum of these functions while the second inequality follows from the
definition of CVaRα/ρ1(r
T
M,1x) and the fact that E[(r
T
M,2x+ c)−] ≤ 0.
Since the same argument can be repeated for CVaRα/ρ2(r
T
M,2x), the statement of the proposition
follows.
We now give a guarantee for the approximation proposed in Proposition 3.
Proposition 5. Let α ∈ (0,mini=1,2{ρi}). Then, CVaRα(rTMx) ≤
∑2
i=1 CVaRα/ρi(r
T
M,ix) ≤
κCVaRα(r
T
Mx), where κ =
∑2
i=1 CVaRα/ρi (r
T
M,ix)
maxi=1,2{CVaRα/ρi(r
T
M,ix)}
≤ 2.
Proof. The desired result follows from Proposition 4 since
2∑
i=1
CVaRα/ρi(r
T
M,ix) =
( ∑2
i=1 CVaRα/ρi(r
T
M,ix)
maxi=1,2{CVaRα/ρi(rTM,ix)}
)(
max
i=1,2
{CVaRα/ρi(rTM,ix)}
)
≤κCVaRα(rTMx),
where κ ≤ 2 by definition.
We remark that Propositions 1–5 can be extended in a straightforward manner to the mixture
of m random variables, m ≥ 2, that are not necessarily normal. In particular, Proposition 1 yields
a non-trivial bound when α ∈ (0, 1/m), Proposition 3 remains valid if α ∈ (0,mini=1,...,m{ρi}), and
the approximation factor κ in Proposition 5 satisfies the condition κ ≤ m.
We note that the over-approximation in Proposition 3 has an approximation factor of 2 in
the worst case. In practical settings related to the application in this paper, the accuracy of this
approximation is higher as the contribution to the CVaR of the mixture distribution due to one of
the normals (in particular, the one on the “left”) is larger than the other.
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We also point out that the approximation guarantee proven in Proposition 5 is valid for any
portfolio vector x. Since we are primarily interested in the performance comparison of the optimal
solutions obtained from the portfolio optimization problems with the exact and approximate CVaR
objectives, we designed the following experiment to test the empirical behavior of the proposed
approximation: Let x∗ be an optimal solution of the exact CVaR minimization problem (10),
which is obtained by using the interior point solver IPOPT (Wa¨chter & Biegler, 2006). Also, let
x′ be an optimal solution of the approximate CVaR minimization problem
min
x∈∆n
{
2∑
i=1
CVaRα/ρi(r
T
M,ix)
}
, (14)
which is obtained by using the conic interior point solver MOSEK (MOSEK, 2013) after transform-
ing this optimization problem into an explicit SOCP.
We use the 360-month S&P dataset mentioned in Section 2.1 for this illustration. For each
month t = 181, . . . , 360, we estimate the parameters of the mixture distribution using the historical
return vectors in the interval [t−H, t− 1], where H is a rolling horizon window. We compute the
“percentage error” of each of the 180 pairs of solutions as
e = 100×
(
CVaRα(r
T
Mx
′)
CVaRα(r
T
Mx
∗)
− 1
)
.
Finally, we report the arithmetic and geometric average for three different H values, namely 60,
120 and 180, in Table 2. We can see that the approximation is quite accurate, especially when H
is chosen as 120 or 180.
Average H = 60 H = 120 H = 180
Arithmetic 2.40 0.45 0.76
Geometric 0.75 0.17 0.42
Table 2: Average percentage error of the CVaR approximation.
In Section 4.2.2, we use the approximate CVaR minimization problem (14) in the adaptation
of the Black-Litterman approach for the CVaR minimization under the mixture distribution.
4 Incorporating Market Information into Risk Minimizing Portfolios
In the previous section, we presented ways to obtain risk minimizing portfolios under different prob-
abilistic models and risk measures. In this section, our objective is to combine market information
with these risk minimizing portfolios, which will be achieved through a BL-type approach. After
reviewing the basic construction of the BL approach through Theil’s mixed estimation procedure,
we also summarize a modern interpretation via inverse optimization in Section 4.1. Then, we extend
the inverse optimization model from MV optimization to CVaR minimization under both normal
and mixture distributions in Section 4.2.
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4.1 Review of the Black-Litterman Model
The classical BL model is driven by two factors: market equilibrium and investor views. Let us
first discuss how market equilibrium is obtained through “reverse optimization”. Consider the MV
optimization problem with X = Rn:
max
x∈Rn
µTx− δxTΣx. (15)
Assuming that Σ is estimated from the historical data as Σˆ, δ is predetermined and the percentage
market capitalization vector is given as xm, we can compute the “implied returns” which induce
this market as
Π := 2δΣˆxm, (16)
by writing down the optimality conditions for the unconstrained optimization problem (15). This
derivation is the basis of the capital asset pricing model (CAPM). In the absence of any other
views, an investor should invest proportional to xm.
The second force that drives the portfolio away from the market equilibrium is the investor views.
The BL model incorporates these views in the portfolio allocation via a certain “mixing” procedure.
The basic construction is as follows: Suppose that the random return vector is distributed normally
with mean µ and covariance matrix Σˆ, that is, r ∼ N(µ, Σˆ). However, according to this model, µ
itself is random with
µ ∼ N(Π, τ Σˆ), (17)
where τ is chosen exogenously, and a smaller value implies strong confidence in the market equi-
librium. The investor views are expressed with linear equations of the form Pµ = q with certain
confidence level quantified by the covariance matrix Ω. To be more precise, the BL model assumes
that
Pµ ∼ N(q,Ω), (18)
where Ω is a diagonal matrix (so that views are independent) with positive diagonal entries. Again,
smaller values indicate stronger confidence in the views.
At this point, we remind the reader the solution of the generalized least squares problem, which
is a key to obtain the BL estimates:
Proposition 6. (Aitken, 1936) Consider the generalized least squares problem Ax = b+ ǫ, where
ǫ ∼ N(0,Ω) with Ω ≻ 0. Then,
xˆ := (ATΩ−1A)−1ATΩ−1b,
minimizes the || · ||Ω norm of the error, where ||v||Ω :=
√
vTΩ−1v.
In order to obtain an estimate for µ, one can use Theil’s Mixed Estimation (Theil & Goldberger,
1961; Theil, 1963) procedure, which is just a corollary of Proposition 6. In particular, we rewrite
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equations (17)–(18) as
[
I
P
]
µ =
[
Π
q
]
+
[
ǫ1
ǫ2
]
, where ǫ1 ∼ N(0, τ Σˆ), ǫ2 ∼ N(0,Ω). (19)
The BL estimate for the mean return vector µ is obtained by
µBL = ((τ Σˆ)−1 + P TΩ−1P )−1((τ Σˆ)−1Π+ P TΩ−1q). (20)
Alternative derivations for µBL and ΣBL can be seen in He and Litterman (1999); Satchell and
Scowcroft (2000) based on a Bayesian interpretation and in Bertsimas et al. (2012) via inverse op-
timization. Here, we will outline the latter approach since it has motivated the extension presented
in the next section. Recall that the optimality condition of the MV problem (15) can be written as
µ = 2δΣx∗. In the inverse optimization problem, given a solution x∗, we search for the parameters
that make this solution optimal. Assuming that x∗ = xm, δ is given and Σ  0, the solution of the
inverse problem satisfies the following linear equation in µ and Σ:
µ = 2δΣxm. (21)
This is the market equilibrium in the BL model. Similarly, investor views are expressed as linear
equations in µ as
Pµ = q. (22)
In this approach, the aim is to solve the system (21)-(22) and Σ  0 simultaneously to obtain
estimates for µ and Σ in a certain least squares sense. In particular, one solves the following norm
minimization problem:
min
µ,Σ0
∥∥∥∥∥µ− 2δΣx
m
Pµ− q
∥∥∥∥∥ (23)
The flexibility of this approach allows us to use different norms, which can lead to tractable conic
programs. For instance, if the underlying norm is ||v||Ω¯ where Ω¯ =
[
τ Σˆ 0
0 Ω
]
and Σ = Σˆ, then
the optimal solution of the problem (23) is precisely µBL in (20). Hence, the BL estimate is just
a special case of the inverse optimization approach. Although this derivation allows one to specify
views on the variance estimate Σ through, for instance, factor models, we will use historical variance
estimates directly not to over-complicate our analysis.
4.2 Extension of the Black-Litterman Model to CVaR Minimization Problems
In this section, we extend the BL Model from MV optimization to CVaR minimization problems
under both normal and mixture distributions. We use the inverse optimization framework in
Bertsimas et al. (2012) outlined in the previous section, and also present an equivalent interpretation
in terms of Theil’s Mixed Estimation principle.
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4.2.1 Normal Distribution
Let us consider the CVaR minimization problem under a normal distribution defined in (5), which
can be explicitly stated as
min
{− µTx+ z√xTΣx : eTx = 1, x ≥ 0}, (24)
where e is the vector of ones and z :=
φ(Φ−1(α))
α . Let us associate dual variables λ and γ to the
equality and inequality constraints in problem (24). Noting that the problem is a convex program,
first-order necessary and sufficient conditions are:
−µ+ z Σx√
xTΣx
− λe− γ = 0, eTx = 1, x ≥ 0, γjxj = 0, γ ≥ 0. (25)
Let us now consider the inverse problem, where we will treat a market portfolio xm as an optimal
primal solution to problem (24), and we will search for the parameters µ, Σ and dual variables λ,
γ that satisfy the optimality conditions in (25). At this point, we will assume that the covariance
matrix Σ is estimated by the sample covariance matrix Σˆ. There are two main reasons for this
assumption: First, it is generally accepted in the financial engineering literature that the estimation
of the covariance matrix is reasonably accurate as opposed to the mean estimation. Second, this
assumption allows us to have an inverse problem that is linear in the remaining unknowns. A
further simplification can be made by taking into account the fact that each sector is invested a
positive amount in the market portfolio since the percentage market capitalization is positive for
each sector, i.e., xm > 0. Hence, we have that γ = 0. Therefore, the inverse problem is given below,
where µ and λ are the only remaining unknowns:
µ+ λe = µ˜N := z
Σˆxm√
xmT Σˆxm
. (26)
We will call (26) the market equilibrium equation under normal distribution.
In our approach, the investor views are expressed simply as
µ = µˆ, (27)
where µˆ is the sample average estimated from the data. We then solve the following optimization
problem to obtain adjusted µ estimates
min
µ,λ
∥∥∥∥∥µ+ λe− µ˜Nµ− µˆ
∥∥∥∥∥
Ωˆ
, (28)
where Ωˆ =
[
τ Σˆ 0
0 Σˆ
]
, with τ > 0. Note that as τ goes to zero, we put more emphasis on the
market equilibrium and investor views become less important. In the other extreme, as τ gets
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larger, then the investor views become dominant and we recover the sample estimate. We would
like to point out that our model allows more general investor views than the one used above. For
instance, similar to the original BL model, linear equations in terms of the mean return vector given
as Pµ = q can be incorporated into our model as well. In this case, the following optimization
problem can be solved to find adjusted µ estimates
min
µ,λ
∥∥∥∥∥µ+ λe− µ˜NPµ− q
∥∥∥∥∥
Ω¯
,
where Ω¯ =
[
τ Σˆ 0
0 Ω
]
and the confidence of investor views is expressed as in (18).
Note that problem (28) has a closed form solution. Below, we also provide an equivalent
interpretation in terms of Theil’s Mixed Estimation principle.
Proposition 7. The solution of (28) is equivalent to the solution of the following mixed estimation
problem: [
I e
I 0
][
µ
λ
]
=
[
µ˜N
µˆ
]
+
[
ǫ1
ǫ2
]
, where ǫ1 ∼ N(0, τ Σˆ), ǫ2 ∼ N(0, Σˆ).
4.2.2 Mixture Distribution
Let us now consider the CVaR minimization problem under the mixture distribution defined in (10).
Our aim is again to analyze the corresponding inverse optimization problem, which might lead us
to the BL extension under the mixture model. Unfortunately, the optimality conditions of this
minimization problem yield highly nonlinear expressions in terms of the mean return parameters
µ1 and µ2. Therefore, it seems very unlikely that we would be able to solve the related inverse
optimization problem in closed form. We remark that this has been the main motivation behind
the CVaR approximation developed in Section 3.3.2. Due to Proposition 3, we have an explicit
expression that over-approximates CVaRα(r
T
Mx), whose accuracy is demonstrated theoretically by
Proposition 5 and empirically by the experiments summarized in Table 2. Therefore, we will base
our construction on the approximate CVaR minimization problem (14). To be more precise, let us
consider the following convex program
min
{
2∑
i=1
(
−µiTx+ zi(ρi)
√
xTΣix
)
: eTx = 1, x ≥ 0
}
, (29)
where zi(ρi) :=
φ(Φ−1(α/ρi))
α/ρi
. Let us again associate dual variables λ and γ to the equality and
inequality constraints, and write down the first-order necessary and sufficient conditions as:
2∑
i=1
(
−µi + zi(ρi) Σ
ix√
xTΣix
)
− λe− γ = 0, eTx = 1, x ≥ 0, γjxj = 0, γ ≥ 0. (30)
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Using the inverse optimization framework, we will again treat a market portfolio xm as an
optimal primal solution to problem (29), and we will search for the parameters µi, Σi, ρi, i =
1, 2, and dual variables λ, γ that satisfy the optimality conditions (30). Since our preliminary
experiments have demonstrated that the estimation of ρi’s is quite stable across different data
subsets, we make the assumption that in addition to the covariance matrices Σi’s, the probabilities
ρi’s are also estimated from the historical data, using the technique developed in Section 2.2. We
will denote these estimated probabilities as ρˆi, i = 1, 2. By the same reasoning as above, we have
that γ = 0. Finally, the inverse problem is given below, where µi, i = 1, 2, and λ are the remaining
unknowns:
2∑
i=1
µi + λe = µ˜M :=
2∑
i=1
zi(ρˆi)
Σˆixm√
xmT Σˆixm
. (31)
We will call (31) the market equilibrium equation under a mixture distribution.
Similarly, the investor views are expressed as
µi = µˆi, i = 1, 2, (32)
where µˆi’s are estimated from the historical data. We then solve the following optimization problem
to obtain adjusted µi estimates
min
µ,λ
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
∑2
i=1 µ
i + λe− µ˜M
µ1 − µˆ1
µ2 − µˆ2
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
Ωˆ
, (33)
where Ωˆ =


τ Σˆ 0 0
0 Σˆ1 0
0 0 Σˆ2

, with τ > 0.
We point out a difference between the two models under normal and mixture distributions. In
the former case, as τ approaches zero, we recover the market portfolio. However, in the latter, we
do not necessarily recover the market portfolio due to added flexibility in the mixture model. On
the other hand, as τ gets larger, the investor views become more important and we recover the
estimates µi, as before.
We provide an equivalent interpretation of the problem (33) below.
Proposition 8. Solution of (33) is equivalent to the solution of the following mixed estimation
problem:


I I e
I 0 0
0 I 0




µ1
µ2
λ

 =


µ˜M
µˆ1
µˆ2

+


ǫ1
ǫ2
ǫ3

 , where ǫ1 ∼ N(0, τ Σˆ), ǫ2 ∼ N(0, Σˆ1), ǫ3 ∼ N(0, Σˆ2).
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5 Computational Results
In this section, we present the results of our computational experiments on the S&P 500 dataset.
We explain the experimental setting in Section 5.1, including a proper definition of two types of
market-based portfolios, our criterion for preferable portfolios and the rolling horizon based back-
testing. In Section 5.2, we provide a comparison of these two market portfolios with three other
risk minimizing portfolios obtained through the analytical approaches outlined in Section 3. In
Section 5.3, we apply the BL-approach proposed in Section 4.2 for CVaR minimization and show
that the resulting portfolios may dominate the market-based approach in terms of both expected
return and risk measures. Finally, in Section 5.4, we conduct extensive simulations to replicate the
results on a synthetic dataset.
5.1 Experimental Setting
Let us start by explaining the details of our experimental setting. We use the 360-month S&P
dataset mentioned in Section 2.1. Five portfolios, two market-based and three risk minimizing,
are constructed for each month t = 181, . . . , 360, using only the historical return and market
capitalization data in the interval [t−H, t−1], whereH is a rolling horizon window. This procedure
gives us 180 portfolios for each strategy. For a fixed strategy S, these portfolios, denoted by xtS , are
evaluated using the return information at Rt, by simply computing ptS := R
tTxtS . The performance
of a portfolio construction strategy is evaluated with respect to average reward, standard deviation
and 1% CVaR measures by using the dataset {ptS : t = 181, . . . , 360}. We also report two risk-
adjusted performance measures: the ratio of average reward to standard deviation (also known as
the Sharpe ratio) and 1% CVaR.
We now discuss how these five portfolios are obtained. We construct two market-based portfolios
for t = 181, . . . , 360 using the market capitalization information M t:
• Last Market Portfolio (LstM): We simply choose xtLstM = M t−1.
• Average Market Portfolio (AvgM): We compute xtAvgM = 1H
∑t−1
t′=t−H M
t′ .
We construct three risk minimizing portfolios for t = 181, . . . , 360 using the returns Rt:
• Standard Deviation Minimizing Portfolio (StDev): We obtain xtStDev by solving (4), where Σ
is estimated from the data.
• CVaR Minimizing Portfolio under Normal Distribution (CVaR N): We obtain xtCVaR N by
solving (5) with α = 0.01, where µ and Σ are estimated from the data.
• CVaR Minimizing Portfolio under Mixture Distribution (CVaR M): We obtain xtCVaR M by
solving (10) with α = 0.01, where ρi, µ
i and Σi are estimated from the data using the EM
algorithm.
We use MOSEK (MOSEK, 2013) to solve problems (4) and (5), and IPOPT (Wa¨chter & Biegler,
2006) to solve problem (10).
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5.2 Market-Based vs. Risk Minimizing Portfolios
We first compare the performance of two market-based and three risk minimizing portfolios with
respect to different H values in Figure 1. We have several observations: First and foremost,
market-based approaches result in higher reward, higher risk portfolios compared to risk minimizing
portfolios. An interesting observation is that AvgM performs better with increasing values of H in
terms of both average return and risk measures, and that it has a higher average return than LstM
with typically slightly larger risk (except for CVaR when H = 180). This suggests that historical
data can be useful even in market-based portfolio construction. We also observe that most of
the risk minimizing portfolios, especially StDev, CVaR N and CVaR M, have better risk-adjusted
performance compared to the market-based ones.
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Figure 1: Performance comparison of market-based vs. risk minimizing portfolios for different H
values. Vertical axes are in percentage.
If we focus on the analytical approaches, we observe a general trend that larger H values
give rise to portfolios with a significantly higher average return, especially for CVaR M, while the
performances of StDev and CVaR N are less affected. The associated risks for the StDev, CVaR N
and CVaR M methods are more or less stable. Finally, we note that the risk-adjusted performance
measures typically improve with larger H values under the mixture model CVaR M.
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5.3 Combining Risk Minimizing Portfolios with Market Portfolios via the Black-Litterman Ap-
proach
In the previous subsection, we had two main observations: (i) The risk minimizing approaches, in
fact, do generate lower risk portfolios than market-based approaches, but also with a lower reward.
(ii) The performance of all portfolios is better in terms of the average return whenH is large. In this
subsection, we will focus on H = 180, and apply the BL approach developed in Section 4.2, which
may result in portfolios with higher average return, lower risk than the market-based portfolios.
Note that our previous results with LstM, AvgM and StDev are not affected. They will serve as
benchmarks in this subsection. We modify the other two portfolio construction methods as follows:
• CVaR N: First, solve problem (28) with respect to a given market capitalization xm to update
the mean estimate µ, and then solve problem (5) to obtain a BL portfolio.
• CVaR M: First, solve problem (33) with respect to a given market capitalization xm to update
the mean estimates µi, i = 1, 2, and then solve problem (10) to obtain a BL portfolio.
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Figure 2: Performance comparison of market-based vs. risk minimizing portfolios after BL modifi-
cation (H = 180, xm = xLstM).
In Figure 2, we choose the last market portfolio as xm for each t. Although not shown in the
figure, we verify that CVaR N matches LstM when τ = 0. Interestingly, CVaR N outperforms LstM
for τ ≤ 1 in both average return and risk measures. Arguably, the best performing method is
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CVaR M, which has higher average return and lower risk than LstM and AvgM when τ ≤ 4 and
τ ≤ 1, respectively. We also note the success of risk-minimizing portfolios in terms of both of the
risk-adjusted performance measures, especially the CVaR M approach. A final observation is that
when τ is large enough, we can recover the risk minimizing portfolios as expected.
In Figure 3, we choose the average market portfolio as xm for each t. We again verify that
CVaR N matches LstM when τ = 0. This time CVaR N does not perform better than LstM in terms
of average return, but its performance is very close for τ ≤ 0.5, with a sharp decrease in both risk
measures. CVaR M is again the winner as it performs better than both market-based portfolios in
similar ranges mentioned above with even better average returns. It is also interesting to note that
the CVaR M approach outperforms the other portfolios in terms of the risk-adjusted measures for
a large range of τ values considered.
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Figure 3: Performance comparison of market-based vs. risk minimizing portfolios after BL modifi-
cation (H = 180, xm = xAvgM).
Our general conclusion regarding the experiments in this subsection is that one can benefit
from the BL modification the most if the market portfolio is chosen according to the average
percentage market capitalization and the value of τ is chosen small enough, for instance, close
to 1. This typically results in portfolios with similar average return and lower risk compared to
market portfolios. Such a strategy may even lead to portfolios that dominate the market-based
portfolios when the CVaR M method is used. Moreover, the risk-minimizing portfolio constructions
methods, especially the CVaR M approach, typically yield portfolios which are better in terms of
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the risk-adjusted measures.
Finally, we would like to discuss the choice of the rolling horizon window H in our results.
When we repeated the above experiments with H = 60 and H = 120, we observed that CVaR N
and CVaR M consistently give portfolios with similar average returns and lower risk compared to the
market portfolios for small τ . We again observe that the risk-minimizing portfolios have better risk-
adjusted performance compared to the market-based portfolios. However, it is interesting to note
that the methods based on the mixture distribution typically have worse risk-adjusted performance
than the ones based on the normal distribution whenH is selected as 60. This is somewhat expected
since the mixture models have a larger number of parameters to be estimated, hence, they may
require a reasonably large dataset to have more accurate estimators than the normal models.
5.4 Replicating the Results on a Synthetic Dataset
In the previous subsections, our experiments were based on a single stream of data, namely the
monthly S&P 500 dataset over a 30-year period. Now, we will try to replicate these results using a
synthetic dataset. In order to carry out a reasonable simulation, we assume that the true distribu-
tion for the return vector is a mixture of two normal random variables with the parameters given
in Table 1.
5.4.1 True Distribution is Known
Under the assumption that the true distribution is known to the investors, we can obtain an ideal
CVaR minimizing portfolio by solving problem (10), or an approximately ideal portfolio under a
normal distribution with parameters computed using (2) by solving problem (5). We compare the
performance of these portfolios (CVaR M and CVaR N) with an equally weighted market portfolio,
that is, xm = 1ne in Table 3 and six other portfolios obtained through the BL approach. By
construction, the CVaR M portfolio has the smallest CVaR value but its expected return is also much
smaller than that of the market portfolio. However, when combined with the market information
through the BL approach, the CVaR M portfolios retain a similar expected return while having a
significantly reduced risk compared to the market portfolio. For example, the expected return of the
CVaR M(τ = 1/4) portfolio is only 0.66% smaller in relative terms than that of the equally weighted
market portfolio whereas the standard deviation and CVaR measures are improved by about 9.1%
and 11.6%, respectively. This is also reflected in the risk-adjusted performance measures.
We observe that the CVaR N approach, which is obtained via a normal approximation, also
produces a lower-reward, lower-risk portfolio compared to the market portfolio. Interestingly, its
average reward is slightly better than the CVaR M portfolio with higher risk in terms of the CVaR
measure. We also see that the performance of the CVaR N portfolios with the BL modification is
very similar compared to their CVaR M counterparts, especially when τ ≥ 1/4, suggesting that the
BL approach may not be very sensitive to the exact distribution.
Because we assume here that the true distribution of the returns is known, it is interesting to
observe what happens when we add an expected return constraint of the form µˆTx ≥ µ0 to the
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Avg St Dev 1% CVaR Avg/St Dev Avg/1% CVaR
Market 1.31 4.17 13.01 0.31 0.10
CVaR M(τ = 1/16) 1.31 3.86 11.79 0.34 0.11
CVaR M(τ = 1/4) 1.30 3.79 11.50 0.34 0.11
CVaR M(τ = 1) 1.29 3.61 10.67 0.36 0.12
CVaR M 1.20 3.41 9.38 0.35 0.13
CVaR N(τ = 1/16) 1.31 4.04 12.50 0.32 0.10
CVaR N(τ = 1/4) 1.31 3.79 11.52 0.34 0.11
CVaR N(τ = 1) 1.29 3.52 10.33 0.37 0.12
CVaR N 1.24 3.39 9.62 0.37 0.13
Table 3: Performance comparison of market-based, risk minimizing and BL-type portfolios under
the true distribution. The average return (Avg), standard deviation (St Dev), 1% CVaR and two
risk-adjusted performance measures are reported.
CVaR minimization problems. In Table 4, we report the performance of the optimal portfolios
under this additional constraint with two different values of µ0. These results demonstrate that
one can obtain portfolios with higher expected returns and smaller risk than the market portfolio
under the assumption that the true distribution is known. We once again observe the similarity of
the performances of the CVaR M and CVaR N portfolios.
Avg St Dev 1% CVaR
CVaR M
µ0 = µˆ
Txm 1.31 3.49 9.67
µ0 = 1.05µˆ
Txm 1.38 3.65 10.22
CVaR N
µ0 = µˆ
Txm 1.31 3.46 9.86
µ0 = 1.05µˆ
Txm 1.38 3.62 10.37
Table 4: Performance of risk minimizing portfolios under the true distribution with an expected
return constraint.
5.4.2 True Distribution is not Known
So far in this subsection, we assumed that the true distribution of the returns is known. Of course
this is not the case in reality. We now relax this assumption and design the following experiment:
Suppose that we are given 181 random return vectors drawn from the mixture distribution. We use
the first 180 of these vectors to estimate the parameters of the true distribution under the mixture
and normal models. Based on these estimated parameters we obtain the CVaR M and CVaR N
portfolios and their BL versions with varying τ values using the optimization algorithms described
earlier. Finally, we evaluate these portfolios together with the equally weighted market portfolio
using the last return vector. We repeat this experiment 10000 times and report the statistics
in Table 5. We again note that the BL version of the CVaR M approach yields portfolios with
practically the same average return as the market portfolio for all the values of τ considered with a
significantly reduced risk. For example, the average return of the CVaR M(τ = 1) portfolio is only
0.40% lower than that of the market portfolio in relative terms whereas the standard deviation
and 1% CVaR measures are improved by about 12.4% and 17.4%, respectively. We note that the
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reduction in the CVaR measure is even more dramatic when smaller values of α are considered. We
also point out that the statistics of the CVaR M and CVaR N portfolios with the BL modification
are almost indistinguishable for τ ≥ 1/4 while the performance of the CVaR M(τ = 1/16) portfolio
is slightly better than that of the CVaR(τ = 1/16) portfolio.
Avg St Dev 1% CVaR 0.1% CVaR 0.05% CVaR Avg/St Dev Avg/1% CVaR
Market 1.31 4.08 12.46 17.59 18.74 0.32 0.10
CVaR M(τ = 1/16) 1.31 3.80 11.27 15.79 16.73 0.35 0.12
CVaR M(τ = 1/4) 1.31 3.72 10.94 15.34 16.10 0.35 0.12
CVaR M(τ = 1) 1.30 3.57 10.29 14.36 15.10 0.36 0.13
CVaR M 1.24 3.49 9.75 13.90 14.78 0.35 0.13
CVaR N(τ = 1/16) 1.31 3.95 11.91 16.90 17.88 0.33 0.11
CVaR N(τ = 1/4) 1.31 3.72 10.94 15.53 16.25 0.35 0.12
CVaR N(τ = 1) 1.29 3.51 10.03 14.16 14.88 0.37 0.13
CVaR N 1.25 3.43 9.58 13.69 14.52 0.37 0.13
Table 5: Performance comparison of market-based, risk minimizing and BL-type portfolios under
the synthetic data with 10000 replications.
As a final test, we repeat the above experiment with an expected return constraint and report
the results in Table 6. When compared to the case without the expected return constraint (Table 5),
the CVaR M portfolio has higher average return and higher risk. Also, its performance is similar
to the market portfolio in terms of the average return and it has a smaller risk. Nevertheless, a BL
modified CVaR M portfolio without the expected return constraint, such as EM(τ = 1/4), would
still be preferable.
On the other hand, the CVaR N portfolio with an expected return constraint produces counter-
intuitive results: Its average return is smaller compared to the case without the expected return
constraint and the risk is higher. This observation suggests that when the true parameters are not
known and an additional expected return constraint is enforced, the CVaR N approach, which as-
sumes a normal distribution for the return vector, may produce poor results and its behavior can be
fundamentally different than that of the CVaR M approach, which assumes a mixture distribution.
Avg St Dev 1% CVaR
CVaR M 1.31 3.83 11.12
CVaR N 1.22 3.52 9.98
Table 6: Performance of risk minimizing portfolios under the synthetic data with 10000 replications
with an expected return constraint µˆTx ≥ µˆTxm.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we addressed the basic question of portfolio construction, combining analytical and
market-based approaches. As an important component of the analytical approaches, we proposed to
model stock returns as the mixture of two normals. We then explored the possibility of constructing
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risk minimizing portfolios under different probabilistic models (including the mixture distribution)
and risk measures (including Conditional Value-at-Risk). We also proposed a Black-Litterman
type approach using an inverse optimization framework to incorporate market information into
a portfolio that minimizes the Conditional Value-at-Risk under the mixture distribution. Our
computational experiments showed that market portfolios typically yield high-reward, high-risk
portfolios, and that risk can be reduced by combining analytical and market-based approaches
while achieving similar average returns.
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